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Broader Context of This Session

� What is AI?

� How should we judge AI systems?
◦ Should we trust AI?

� What are the legal implication of AI systems?
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my talk



Specifically, I will talk about…

How to develop a healthy mistrust of AI systems?

because our default position should  NOT be:

to trust an AI system (unless and until adequate evidence is provided against it)

the default should instead be:

to NOT trust an AI system (unless and until adequate evidence is provided)
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Examples of Real-World Systems Gone Wrong

� Microsoft’s racist chatbot, Tay, posts inflammatory and racist tweets

� Amazon’s AI recruiting tool biased against women

� Recidivism systems biased against people from African American neighborhoods

� Mass surveillance of vulnerable populations by governments
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Is this just about bad data? (we fix that and all is good!)

Or, the occasional bad actor? (we just need better regulation!)

Or, unforeseen bad experience for a small group 
of people? (nothing works perfectly for everybody!)

I will try and convince you otherwise.
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Lets start by looking at some Core AI Tasks
Researchers and developers build systems for these tasks 
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AI Tasks (and controversy)

� Face recognition
◦ Privacy concerns
◦ Good for detecting faces of 

light-skinned men, but really bad 
for dark-skinned women
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AI Tasks (and controversy)

� Face recognition
� Emotion recognition 
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AI Tasks (and controversy)

� Face recognition
� Emotion recognition 
� Personality trait identification
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AI Tasks (and controversy)

� Face recognition
� Emotion recognition 
� Personality trait identification
� Machine translation
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AI Tasks (and controversy)

� Face recognition
� Emotion recognition 
� Personality trait identification
� Machine translation
� Image generation
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AI Tasks (and controversy)

� Face recognition
� Emotion recognition 
� Personality trait identification
� Machine translation
� Image generation
� Text generation
� Text summarization
� Detecting trustworthiness
� Deception detection
� Information retrieval
� Knowledge bases
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AI Tasks (and controversy)

� Face recognition
� Emotion recognition 
� Personality trait identification
� Machine translation
� Image generation
� Text generation
� Text summarization
� Detecting trustworthiness
� Deception detection
� Information retrieval
� Knowledge bases
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All AI tasks and systems have their own set 
of unique ethical considerations:
• with various degrees of societal impact



Criticisms of Published Research

� Physiognomy, racism, bias, discrimination, perpetuating stereotypes, causing harm, 
ignoring indigenous world views, and more
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Aspects of AI System Development

� Task Design and Framing

� Data 

� Method 

� Evaluation: Metrics and Beyond Metrics

Each of these aspects involves choices made by the builder.
� Choices impacted by our biases, socio-cultural forces, lived experiences, etc.
� Choices that are rife with ethical considerations
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What Should We Ask About AI systems?
� Should this task be automated?
� Is it possible to get meaningful results with any AI system for this task?
� Is it using the appropriate training data?
� Does it work well for some people and not well for others?
� Does it discriminate against some groups of people? 
◦ Even if race, gender, etc. are not explicitly specified, is the system using proxies 

for those variables under the hood?
� What are the considerations around informed consent?
� What are the privacy concerns with such a technology?
� What are the legal concerns with such a technology?
� Is the technology being used to make decisions about individuals or groups?
◦ How does that impact the issues raised above?
◦ E.g., what are the group privacy concerns?
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Human Variability vs. Machine Normativeness
� Humans have tremendous variability in how we view the world, how we interact, how 

we use language, and how we behave
� Machines find patterns based on what is common using historical data
◦ by recognizing some forms of expression and not recognizing others, AI systems 

convey to the user what is “normal”; invalidating other forms of expression
◦ privilege power, English speakers, whiteness, ableness, high socio-economic status

E.g.: 
� Systems make more errors in understanding utterances by black people or detecting 

faces of black people
� Abusive language detection systems tend to mark non-abusive comments by trans 

people as abusive
� Amplify stereotypes e.g. cuisine of some countries better than other countries 
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Shifting Power 

Is this technology helping those in need or only those with power and advantage?
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Evaluation
All evaluation metrics are misleading. Some metrics are more useful than others.

Important to go beyond metrics like accuracy:
� Focus on Interpretability, Explainability, Contestability
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In Summary
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I hope I have convinced you, that our default position should be:
to NOT trust an AI system (unless and until adequate evidence is provided)

And inspired you to ask more critical questions of AI systems you come across.

A healthy mistrust of AI is central to a safe, inclusive, productive, creative, and fair 
future with AI.


